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I. Introduction / Rationale
Dean Hogan
School & Student Profile
In designing our ITSLU, we planned the setting of a public school in a suburban community. Please
note: one of the key givens is that the school is located near a community farm (within a driving
distance of one hour). Although this unit was not tailored to a specific real world suburban or urban
school, we believe this ITSLU is a constructive work in progress that can be modified and implemented
in any school setting.
This ITSLU unit is designed for seventh grade students. The population of the students has not been
explicitly decided upon; however, we believe our ITSLU can be tailored to any seventh grade
population, as long as the middle school team is inspired and committed to successfully implementing
the ITSLU
Developing the ITSLU & Considering the Bigger Picture
Through the collaborative process of brainstorming, our team selected the theme of choices and
consequences with the central topic of food for our ITSLU. As middle school educators, we have
many primary goals. We want our students to learn and master content that state standards require our
students to know. As such, we need our students to perform well on the MCAS. Is that all that is
required to be a successful life long learner, however? —of course not. As passionate and driven
educators we want our students to become inspired life long learners. We want our students to become
active in their education (inside & outside of school) and take responsibility for their learning. We are
faced with the question: How do we facilitate educational delivery that meets state standards, hooks
students’ interests, and engages students in self-inspired and student driven learning that will guide
them towards Bloom’s higher order learning—the stages of synthesis and evaluation? We believe the
path towards authentic understanding is grounded upon implementing thematic units through
collaborative, inquiry-based learning methods that are focused upon students’ solving problems. It is
essential that the thematic unit relates to students’ interests and that it includes an engaging and
culminating activity, as well as a service-learning component.
Life Challenges of the Individual & Society
As educators and life long learners, we know that one of the primary challenges for an individual and
society is the process of making choices and dealing with the resulting consequences of those
decisions: Should I attend post secondary education? Should I take this job? Do I really want to
exercise today? Should I spend so much time on the computer? What should I eat for supper? I want
to eat this Big Mac, but what will it do to my body? Should I go for a medical check up, or should I
just put it off? These are examples of what appears to be mundane choices that every person will make
over his or her life. Some choices appear to be more significant than others, but all choices are
relevant; all choices have an impact that can be either positive or negative to our well-being.
Regarding society, the policies our government makes is dependent upon the civil-servants we choose
to elect into office—their values govern civic polices on the community, national, and international
level, and the consequences of polices affect us—for better or for worse.

Middle School Adolescents
In terms of middle school adolescents, how can we implement a unit that allows adolescent to learn
fundamental academic content that also guides them towards dealing with the complex themes of
choices and consequences? How can we make this unit engaging for middle school students, so that
they will think about high level concepts, laying the seeds of interest that will inspire them to become
creative, and self-engaged problem solving adults who participate and thrive in their democratic
communities. Our topic that will hook middle school students: food.
Food as an ITSLU Topic
We agreed that food would be an excellent starting point. Everyone, including adolescents must eat,
and some love to eat more than others. Just go to a mall, a movie theater, a playground, a park, or
anywhere you will find adolescents engaged, and you will find some evidence of food. For adolescents,
the choice of food to eat is one of the few choices that they have some power over. Yes, parents are the
ones purchasing the groceries—ultimately, adolescents decide what food goes into their mouth and
what food goes into the trash.
Essential & Driving Questions
Our unit’s essential question: what do you like to eat? This question is essential, because it will
inspire the students to communicate within the class. Our plan is to have students list out their favorite
foods and give reasons why these food items made their list of favorites. In addition, we would have
our students list the foods they hate and explain why.
Once the discussion appears to conclude, the students will be ready for the unit’s driving question:
why do we eat? This driving question leads to so many related themes that are connected to science,
ELA, social studies, physical education, health, mathematics, as well as our theme of choice.

The Importance of Hooking Students’ Interest, Theme, and Content knowledge Connections
Now we have an interdisciplinary theme established that hooks the students’ interests—a theme that
shows how all knowledge is interrelated. The key point is that we, the teachers, have not explicitly
made the academic content connections for the students. The students will be engaged in learning
activities that will allow them to make their own relevant connections; the students have to be the ones
that put together the pieces of the thematic puzzle. As educators, we hope that our students will
become cognizant of the role that choice & consequences play in their lives and the role that choices
and consequences will continue to play as they emerge into adulthood. Many students may not arrive
at this awareness, but we are confident that many will develop relevant themes and connections that we
have yet to consider. Ultimately, we believe our students will arrive at authentic learning, and this
educational experience will remain with them for their entire lives.
Inquiry-Based Learning, PBL, Differentiated Instruction, and Bloom’s Higher Order Thinking
Regarding inquiry-based learning, our ITSLU is driven with questions that our students must answer.
The approach to educational delivery methodology is problem-based learning that is differentiated.
As educators, we are not didactic; we will craft content units that connect with other content areas.
Educational delivery is focused upon the process of answering questions, as well as having students
raising higher-level questions that they must grapple with in their individual learning process.

Thematically Connecting Core Content
In designing our unit, we planned to connect science, English literature and language arts, mathematics,
social studies, and the unified arts (physical education, health, visual arts, music, and technology) to
our theme of choices and consequences by our topic of food.
Science: the primary focus will be upon inquiry-based study of ecosystems, energy, and nutrition.
ELA: the primary focus will be upon characterization, conflict resolution, and theme of choices and
consequences.
Social studies: the primary focus will be upon ancient civilizations, climate change, archeology,
archeologist inquiry-based methods, and evolution.
Mathematics: the primary focus will be upon statistical analysis of elements that compose food,
percentages of ingredients, analyzing, evaluating, making conclusions from mathematical data.
Physical education: the primary focus will be upon the symbiotic relationship between exercise and
energy.
Health: the primary focus will be upon the necessary attributes for essential well-being: proper
nutrition, the need for physical fitness, and the importance of happiness and emotional balance. In
addition, health will also focus upon the dangers of various eating disorders.
Music: the primary focus will be upon writing and performing songs that will be played and performed
during the culminating activity.
Visual arts: the primary focus will be upon creating props that will be utilized for service-learning
activities, a well as the culminating activity
Technology: the primary focus will be having students utilize information technology as a means for
research and creating project deliverables required for the ITSLU.

Incorporating Service-Learning
We plan to incorporate service learning by having the students design and implement a community
dinner. This process will involve trips to a community farm and a grocery store. At the community
farm, students will be involved in activities that will increase their understanding of the vital role
community farms play as a source of wholesome and natural food for multiple communities. Trips to
the grocery store will require students to be engaged with the public in a way where they have to
exercise their content competencies by engaging the public in friendly, informative, and persuasive
discourse with the following objectives in mind: increase public awareness about healthy and unhealthy
food options, solicit funds and or food items, and invite community members, who may not be
involved in the school, to the community dinner that will be hosted at the school.

Introduction of Engaging and Culminating Activities
We will kick off the unit by visiting a local farm to give students a first-hand look at where our
food ultimately comes from. This will jump-start our discussion of one of our driving questions – do
we really have a choice in what we eat? It will also give everyone a common experience around one
possible way of producing food.
Throughout the unit the students will be planning a culminating Community Dinner. Entirely
student-run, this dinner will be a chance to show the local community what the students have learned
about food choices. The students will be responsible for making real-world choices as they take care of
the many details required to pull off a successful public event.

Levels of ITSLU & Descriptions
1. Level I: Least integrated; separate subjects in isolation.
2. Level II: Material blended from various disciplines within a subject area; not coordinated
between subjects; possible common themes.
3. Level III: Material kept in separate disciplines, but coordination of topics and common themes.
4. Level IV: Few distinct discipline boundaries. A team of teachers working on one or more
projects around a theme
5. Level V: Most integrated; no discipline boundaries.
An Evaluation of our ITSLU level of Interdisciplinarity
Through team collaborative discussion, we concluded that our academic content implementation is
between Level III and IV, but it is closer to Level III on the Interdisciplinarity spectrum.
In terms of the ITSLU’s culminating activity, we concluded the Interdisciplinarity level equated to
Level IV.

II. Concept Map
Jake Barnett, Dean Hogan, Steve Lunn

III. Timetable
Jake Barnett, Dean Hogan, Steve Lunn
The first two full weeks of the school year will be spent on introductory units in each discipline. The
ITSLU will start with the third full week of the school year, once the team has had a chance to establish
routines and expectations in each class.
Science – Jake Barnett
Math – Chandler Talbot
English – Dean Hogan
Social Studies – Steve Lunn
Week 1 of the ITSLU (Week 3 of the School year, mid-September)
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Science

Introduction to
Unit/
Food Sharing
Activity.
Discussion “If you could
bring in any
food to share
with the class,
what would it
be?”

Why do we
eat?
class discussion
with
cooperative
group
structures.

FOSS
Populations and
Ecosystems
“Finding the
Energy” Lesson
1
- Burning food
to find out how
much energy is
in it.

FOSS
Populations and
Ecosystems
“Finding the
Energy” Lesson
2

FOSS
Populations and
Ecosystems
“Finding the
Energy” Lesson
3

Math

Introduction to
unit- Number
Sense Activity:
Students will
discover
equivalent
fractions and
mixed numbers
using fraction
bar
manipulatives

Students will
convert
fractions to
decimals and
vice versa using
long division
and mental
math. Recipes
will be used as
examples of
fractions

Students will
use various
measuring
cups/devices to
compare and
order rational
numbers.
Students will
get kinesthetic
sense of how
one fraction
compares to
another

Cooperative
groups formed.
Groups will add
and subtract
fractions/mixed
numbers using
fraction bars as
aids. Like and
unlike
denominators
will be
discussed as
well as LCD
(least common
denominator)

Each group will
be given
different
recipes.
Groups will
have to give
quantities of
ingredients
needed for ten
people
(Multiplication
of
Fractions/Mixe
d numbers).
Groups will
present findings
to class
Weekend HW:
Review 6th
grade
knowledge of
dividing

fractions
English

Introduction to
unit—Prop
activity: If you
we alone in the
wilderness
which prop
would enable
you to survive
best—pick one
and explain
why

Teams will
present to the
class their
rationale of
selecting their
prop.

Attribution
theory and MI
discovery &
analysis

Social Studies

Introduction to
new unit on
ancient
civilizations
and integrated
project.

The climatic
changes that
lead to the
survival of
man.

Archaeologist Continue
activity,
Archaeologist
examining how activity.
archaeologists
learn from what
they find.

After School

Reflection upon Hatchet’s
yesterday
introduction:
activities
Teacher
Physical
modeling study
Journal writing movement:
skill of text
Mirrors
feature
predictions & examination
process of
writing
summaries for
comprehension
Presentations.

Week 2 (Week 4 of the School year, mid-September)
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Science

Introduce
Nourish Curriculum
Guide Activity 4 –
Ecosystem Hunt –
to be completed at
the Farm during
tomorrow's field
trip.

All-day FIELD
TRIP to Farm
(exact day could
be changed
depending on the
schedule at the
Farm, availability
of school buses,
etc.)

Debrief field
trip.
What did we
learn about
where our food
comes from?
How does it
connect to our
unit on
Populations and
Ecosystems?
* A special
team meeting
will be held,
where we will
begin to discuss
the Community
Dinner that we
will be putting
on in 3 weeks.
We will start to
assign roles for
each student.

FOSS
Populations
and
Ecosystems
“Finding the
Energy”
Lesson 4

FOSS
Populations and
Ecosystems
“Finding the
Energy” Lesson 5

Math

Preparation for field
trip – students will
be introduced to
collecting data, i.e.
counting,
categorizing,
comparing.
Students will be
asked to record
information at the
farm they feel
would be important

Class
discussion on
data collected
at farm. What
data did you
collect? What
does it tell you?
How could you
use it to
predict/inform?

Introduce
measures of
central
tendency:
mean,
median,
mode, range.
Each group
will find these
for one set of
data..groups
will then
compare
findings/discu
ss

Review
knowledge of
circle graphs and
relate to
fractions, i.e.
what ¼ of a pie
chart looks like.
Groups will
switch off
making basic pie
charts and
reading the pie
charts.

English

Reading strategies
and Literary circles

ELA class will
have a brief Q
& A session
relating to
community
dinner

Introduce
teams
(content and
informal) to
on line
discussion

Review team
work. Get teams
to reflect upon
accomplishments
and remaining
deliverables

boards.
Continuing
with Hatchet

Social
Studies

After
School

The evolution of
man into a
hunter/gatherer.
Prep for field trip to
farm.

Discus local
farms impact.
Introduce
foodshed.

All teachers
stay after
school today to
help get
students started
on their roles
for the
Community
Dinner.

Have teams focus
upon working
through issues

Engage
students in on
line
End with Human
discussion
Knot Activity
Metallurgy
and
agriculture.
The start of
human
civilizations.

One stay, Three
stray
“how did
agriculture effect
population
growth, culture,
Religion,
enlightenment
and settlement?”

\
Week 3 (Week 5 of school year, late September)
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Science

FOSS
Populations and
Ecosystems
“Finding the
Energy” Lesson
6

FOSS
Populations and
Ecosystems
“Finding the
Energy” Lesson
7

Nourish
Curriculum
Guide Activity
1 – Where does
food come
from?

Project: pick
one food and
research its
story.
Look at food
labels to
determine the
plants that
make up food.

Continue
working on
“food story”
research
project.

Math

Groups will be
introduced to
percent and
how it relates to
decimals/fractio
ns. Groups will
use simple
caloric tables to
find percent in
some basic
meals.

Group projects
will be
introduced.
Students will be
given a pretend
20$ budget and
required to
design a meal
to feed 5
people.

English

Get students to
discuss survival
& happiness
needs.

Have students
continue to
reflect and
connect needs
theory to their
loves and
Hatchet

ITSLU: allow
students to
work on menu
development
and skills or
persuasive
public speaking

Have students
continue to
focus upon
connections

Inform class of
upcoming
assignment:
essay.

Comparison
and contrast

Work on rubric
creation

Use inquiry
methods that
lead students to
Maslow’s
theory of needs

Teams engages Introduce a
in literary
conflict
circles
resolution
activity

Social Studies

Introduce the
“Fertile
crescent”
starting point
for
civilizations.

Discuss what
Watch movie.
innovations
“Guns, Germs
came from
and Steel”
civilizations.
Specifically for
today, religion
and polytheism.

Continue
movie. “Guns,
Germs and
Steel”

After School

Teachers
(Science &

Social Studies
teacher stays

English teacher
stays after

Math teacher
stays after

Begin
researching
innovations
project in the
computer
lab/library.

ELA) stay after
school to work
with students
on their roles
for the
Community
Dinner.

after school to
work with
students on
their roles for
the Community
Dinner.

school to work
with students
on their roles
for the
Community
Dinner.

school to work
with students
on their roles
for the
Community
Dinner.

Week 4 (Week 6 of the school year, early October)
Science

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Wrap up “food
story” research
project.

Watch part of
“Human
Footprint”
National
Geographic
video. Discuss
the question
“How does
what you eat
affect the
environment?”
(I want to at
least start this
video before
the trip to the
grocery store
because it
should give
students a new
perspective
when they see
all of the food
in the store).

Prepare for
field trip to
Grocery Store.
Activity
involving
reading food
labels.

FIELD TRIP
to Grocery
Store.

Debrief trip to
Grocery Store –
what did we
learn about the
food choices
available to us?

Classwide:
Review basic
math facts
covered/needed
for group
project and
community
dinner. Make
Graphic
Organizer to
summarize
important math
concepts

Group work:
Students will
brainstorm
what they want
to look for at
grocery store,
i.e. prices,
availability,
sizes.

Math

Groups will
research sample
menus and
ingredient lists.
Group
brainstorming
and planning.

English

Hatchet has now Individual &
been read as the team work
class.
Students will be
Focus now shifts using concept
to creating
maps to
deliverable ( a
connect their
written or audio ideas

Students will
review
strategies of
writing to
learn—
strategies for
data collection

Students will
go in 4 shifts,
with their
homerooms.
Students who
are not at the
store will be
working on
their assigned
projects for the
community
dinner (menu
planning,
marketing,
making phone
calls, etc.)

Groups will
continue to
work on
projects...resear
ch ingredients,
i.e. availability,
price,
nutritional
value.

Students will be
engaged in
how-to-writing:
How I would
survive in the
wild
Students

documents) The
specific
delverable
depends upon
students’ learning
needs
Social Studies Continue working

that will
prepare them
for Grocery
store viist.

research
Canadian
Wilderness

Presentations.

Examining
ancient forms
of art. Students
will then create
their own using
the proper
characteristics
discussed in
class.

Finish art
project and
present.

Social Studies
teacher stays
after school to
work with
students on
their roles for
the Community
Dinner.

Math teacher
stays after
school to work
with students
on their roles
for the
Community
Dinner.

Teams will
discuss and
debate team
members
analysis and
interpretations

on group projects
in computer
lab/library.

After School

Science teacher
stays after school
to work with
students on their
roles for the
Community
Dinner.

English teacher
stays after
school to work
with students
on their roles
for the
Community
Dinner.

Week 5 (Week 7 of the school year, mid October)
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Science

Continue
watching the
“Human
Footprint”
video.

Wrap up
“Human
Footprint” and
the discussion
of how our
food choices
affect the
environment.
Prepare for
tomorrow's
field trip.

Second FIELD
TRIP to the
Farm, this time
to harvest fresh
vegetables that
will be used to
cook tomorrow
night's dinner.

Finish any
remaining
preparations for
the Community
Dinner.

Debrief of the
community
dinner. Discuss
what was
learned. Each
student writes a
short reflection
paper. Students
write
appropriate
Thank You
letters to the
people
involved.

Math

Continue group
project work.
Utilize unified
arts to design
menu design
for each
group’s meal.
Continue
research on
computer
regarding
ingredients.
Discuss
community
dinner/ingredie
nts/needs

Class
discussion…co
nflicts/concerns
/problems.
Introduce
mathematical
analysis of
menu items.
What
information
students want
to display?
Why?

Community
dinner will be
finalized and
analyzed.

Groups will
finalize their
menus.

English

Drafting essays Drafting &
revising
Students correct
each others
work
Physical
Activity: 2
partners sit &
stand

Social Studies

Revisit the
concept of a
foodshed map.

Continue
developing and
researching for

Assigned roles
for groups to
check accurate
measuring of
ingredients
Problems/last
minute
concerns
addressed.
Students sign
off on each
other’s final
deliverable

Groups will
have weekend
to finish their
analysis and
graphical
display of
findings.
Presentations
will take place
the following
week.
Students work
on final
revision.
Students are
given the
weekend to
finish up final
deliverable

Finish foodshed Students reflect
maps today for on unit by
the culminating responding to

After School

And begin
foodshed maps.
creating maps
with each class
for the dinner.

dinner tonight! teacher driven
questions. Any
type of
discussion
based activity
can be used.

All teachers
stay after
school to work
with students
on their roles
for the
Community
Dinner.

*
CULMINATI
NG
COMMUNIT
Y DINNER,
tonight after
school

All teachers
stay after
school to work
with students
on their roles
for the
Community
Dinner.

IV. Habits of Mind
Dean Hogan
To paraphrase a saying: give a person a fish—you give him or her a single meal. Teach a
person how to fish—you give him or her a meal for a lifetime. As educators, this saying metaphorical
represents our educational objective for our students: We want our students to develop thinking process
skills that will enable our students to learn and master any content—creating competent, confident, and
efficient life long learners. Our means for facilitating this process within our students is to incorporate
metacognitive skills and strategies into the implementation of the ITSLU. As educators, we will be
planning the development of specific skills within our ITSLU. We are also aware that our students will
develop other metacognitive skills as they engage in their own learning. Below are some of the skills
we plan to incorporate and model for our students during the ITSLU implementation.
First Planned Habit of Mind: Finding and Keeping Focus
We plan to facilitate self-regulated focus within our students. Due to the nature of inquiry-based
learning, problem solving, and a having students deliver individual and team deliverables, individual
students and team members have to be able to self-regulate their focus. Since the process of learning is
centered from the students’ engagement and not teacher didactic content lectures, the students have to
be able to stay on track with multiple individual and team deliverable deadlines. This is especially true
for the successful implementation of our culminating activity. As teachers, we will assign students to
four member teams. Studies have shown that high-performance based teams consist of four members.
Each team member will be assigned roles. Initially, the teacher will assign the roles. As the ITSLU
progresses, the students will be responsible for assigning roles amongst themselves.
Roles as Means to Facilitate Self-Regulated Focus
Students involved within four-member teams will have to participate in the following roles:
 Getter: The person who gets out of their seat: a. to get any materials needed by the group b. ask
questions of the teacher after the activity has begun
 Starter: The person who is responsible for keeping the group on task (therefore, needs to be
extra clear on the parts of the task)
 Recorder: The person who is responsible for assuring that each team member records all the
data, ideas, conclusions, and questions of the team.
 Reporter/Observer: The person who orally communicates the teams results thus far to the
whole class. The
We are aware that teams will progress through the stages of team development: forming, storming,
norming, and performing. One of the means to facilitate student teams towards the high-performance
stage is to give individual members individual responsibilities that have real value. This will facilitate
inclusion, and it will lay a framework for team engagement. Each role has leadership attributes. As
students act as both cooperative leaders and followers, working towards achieving a common goal
(creating the required deliverable), students will develop self-regulated focus.
Second Planned Habit of Mind: Simplifying questions and problems
Since much of the student learning in based upon inquiry and students practicing problem solving
methods, students have to learn how to grapple with questions that initially appear mysterious,

complex, and daunting. The ability to simplify questions is key. Students will develop strategies that
will enable them to translate questions that rely upon academic language into language that they know
and understand. Once students have understood the question related to the task, they can engage in
brainstorming activities that allow them to break down complex problems into easier and manageable
components- breaking a complex task into smaller less complex tasks. The process of simplifying
questions and problem solving is an essential skill—required for success in the globalized economy of
the twenty-first century. The earlier our student practice this skill, the better off they will be.
Third Planned Habit of Mind: Being attentive
This is straightforward and it relates strongly to the skill of Finding and Keeping Focus. For instance,
in order for students to deliver projects, they have to pay attention to the work they are doing at all
times. Because the learning setting is cooperative and team based. Students will monitor themselves.
This will be challenging at first, but as the ITSLU progress, especially the process of delivering the
culminating activity, every student will be working on significant tasks. Because the ownership and
daily management lies upon the shoulders of the students, they have to be attentive and focused upon
the tasks of the day. It is important to note that if a person fails in a task, the consequences impact the
entire team and project holistically—every student has a stake in the project’s success. This will result
in greater inspiration & motivational levels that will enhance attention to detail, learning activities
progress, and self-regulated focus and management.
Other Related Habits of Mind
Due to the nature of our planned habits of mind, the process of learning is such that other habits will
develop as a result of fostering our planned habits: finding and keeping Focus, simplifying questions
and problems, and being attentive. For instance, as our students are working on their focus, dealing
with questions and problems, and paying attention to their tasks, they will be comparing and
contrasting data and ideas, searching for patterns, making predictions, connecting their lives to
activities through analogies and metaphors. The entire ITSLU, especial the culminating activity, is
dependent upon cooperation and collaborative efforts.

A List of Planned and Naturally Developed Habits of Mind















Finding & maintaining focus
Asking good questions
Simplifying questions and problems
Paying attention
Seeing anomalies
Fluent and flexible thinking
Developing hunches (hypothesis & prediction)
Designing tests and experiments
Searching for patterns
Models, metaphors, and analogies
Solutions
Risk taking
Cooperation & collaboration
Competition



Persevering & self-discipline (Effort based achievement)

V. Engaging Activity
Jake Barnett
We will visit a local farm to give students a first-hand look at where our food ultimately comes
from. This will jump-start our discussion of one of our driving questions – do we really have a choice
in what we eat? We will also consider other related questions - Why can't we get all of our food from a
local farm? Would you want to? What are the other sources of food available to us?
Some of the students on our team may have never been to a farm. Perhaps they have never even
paused to consider where food comes from. It will be important to give all students a common
experience and some prior knowledge on this topic. Subsequent in-class discussions about food choices
should be more lively and meaningful for the students. The trip will also make the students aware of a
local community business and resource.
Thinking ahead to the end of the unit, this farm can be a source for some of the food that
students will cook with during the culminating community dinner. They will be able to reflect on how
their visit to the farm affected their decision of whether or not to use foods produced by the farm. We
would expect students to select a few of the fruits and vegetables from the farm to include in the dinner.
The visit will take place in mid-late September so as to coincide with much of the fall harvest.
One person on the team will need to be the point person for communicating with the farm and agreeing
upon a date for the visit. We will not try to involve students in the planning of this trip because it occurs
early in the school year and at the start of the ITSLU. Later in the unit, however, we will expect student
to take part in the planning of the second visit to the farm (to occur just before the culminating
community dinner).

VI. Curriculum Content
Science Curriculum Content
Jake Barnett
Rationale
In science class, we will be using the topic of food as the lens through which we study Ecology
and Ecosystems. We will then transition into a few lessons on the Human Body in which we explore
the effects of food choices on our health. Both of these science topics relate to the theme of the ITSLU
by addressing the consequences of our food choices. The Ecology lessons consider the essential
question of “How does what you eat affect the environment?”, while the Human Body lessons ask
“How does what you eat affect your own health?”
Driving Questions
If you could bring in any food to share with the class, what would it be and why?
If you had to provide food for your grandparents, what would you feed them?
Do you really have a choice in what you eat?
Essential Questions
Why do we eat?
What is the story of my food – where did it come from and how did it get to me?
How does what you eat affect your own health?
How does what you eat affect the environment?
quote: “Live Simply so others can Simply Live”
Timeline:
Day 1 (The Monday of the third full week of school):
I will kick off the unit by bringing in a food and sharing it with everyone. Ideally I would like to
bring in blueberries that I picked myself at the end of the summer. This depends on the timing as well
as the school's policies and the food allergies of the class. I chose blueberries because they are healthy
yet delicious, I can harvest them locally, they are not processed, and they are one of my favorite foods.
I can tell the story of how I picked many of them while I was hiking on the Appalachian Trail in Maine
and then made blueberry pancakes when I got home. This will be a springboard for a discussion on the
question, “If you could bring in any food to share with the class, what would it be?”
I want to start the unit off on a positive note by discussing the enjoyable aspects of food and
giving the students a chance to share something about their favorite foods. It will also give me a chance
to gauge their prior knowledge about food and what they consider to be “good” food.
By telling the story of where my blueberries came from, why they are healthy, and why I like
them, I will be giving the students an overview of what is to come in the rest of the unit.
Day 2:
Today we will delve into the question of “Why do we eat?” At first this may seem like a very
simple question, but it is in fact a very complicated one with many good answers. One aspect of food is
that it provides us with energy, which is what we will be studying in more depth during the ecology and
ecosystems lessons. Another answer could be that we need it to stay alive and healthy, which we will
explore during the human body lessons. One could also say that we eat because food tastes good, which
also relates our study of the human body. There is also a large social component to eating – we often go
out to eat with other people as a way of sharing an enjoyable experience. Food has a huge cultural
significance – think of the holidays such as Thanksgiving that are centered on a large group meal.

Almost every culture has unique ethnic foods that are part of that group's identity.
I will use cooperative group structures to engage students in a lively discussion about the
reasons for eating. Towards the end of the class, I will focus on the energy aspect of food, so that we
will be ready to move into tomorrow's lesson about how plants capture energy from the sun through
photosynthesis.
Day 3:
Ecology topics will begin formally today with the “Finding the Energy” lessons from the FOSS
Populations and Ecosystems Unit for Grades 7-8. These lessons are expected to take 7 days. Students
will learn how much energy is in food by burning it. Later they will learn how plants (called producers)
capture energy from the sun through the process of photosynthesis, and how food energy moves from
one trophic level to another through feeding relationships.
Days 4 and 5:
Continue the FOSS “Finding the Energy” lessons.
Week 2:
Continue the FOSS “Finding the Energy” lessons.
One day this week, the whole team will go on their first Field Trip to the Farm. During the trip
they will be expected to complete the “Ecosystem Hunt” activity from the Nourish Curriculum Guide,
pg. 46. Class the day after the trip will be spent debriefing the trip and what we learned. We will
connect the experience to the science content of food webs and the relationships among producers,
consumers, and decomposers.
Week 3:
Finish the FOSS “Finding the Energy” lessons this week.
Then, begin the video “Nourish”, and use Activity 1 (The Story of Food) from the Nourish
Curriculum guide to get students thinking about where food comes from.
The assessment for this week will require students to pick one food (possibly the food they
chose on Day 1) and research its story. They will need to find out all of the ingredients in the food and
trace the origins of at least some of the ingredients, if possible. They will need to pick one plant that
goes into the food and research where and how it is grown.
This will part of the week's more in-depth look at plants, and specifically how they are the
ultimate source of nearly everything we eat. Activities will involve looking at the ingredients labels on
common foods and figuring out which plants were used to create these foods. The focus of the week
will be on the essential question of “What is the story of my food – where did it come from and how
did it get to me?”

Week 4:
Finish up the “food story” projects that were started last week.
For further exploration of food webs and how energy is transferred throughout an ecosystem,
we will consider the essential question “How does what you eat affect the environment?”
We will view the beginning of the “Human Footprint” National Geographic video to get
students thinking about how many resources one human consumes in a lifetime.
During the second half of the week, we will go on a Field Trip to a local Grocery Store, where
we will consider the choices we face when it comes to food.

Week 5:
Continue watching the “Human Footprint” video and the impact of our food choices on the
environment.
The Community Dinner will be held on Thursday night this week. Thursday during the day will
be spent taking care of last-minute preparations. Friday during class we will debrief the dinner.
Students will write short reflection papers in which they discuss what they learned about the theme of
Choices and Consequences. Students will also need to connect the dinner to at least one of the State
Standards for science.

Science class after the Community Dinner:
We will begin moving into our study of the Human Body and the essential question of “How
does what you eat affect your own health?” Starting with the digestive system, we will consider how all
of the body systems interact to keep us alive and functioning.
Students will be required to keep track of everything they eat for a week. These data will be
used to analyze the nutritional value of the students' food choices. As an assessment for this part of the
unit, students will need to plan a menu for an entire day that satisfies all of the body's nutritional needs.
Students will need to research the qualities of the foods they choose as well as the price – they will be
given a limit to the amount they can spend for the day. Thus important choices will have to be made to
balance nutrition and cost.

Standards – MA Frameworks
Grades 6-8:
Life Science (Biology)
6. Identify the general functions of the major systems of the human body
(digestion, respiration, reproduction, circulation, excretion, protection from
disease, and movement, control, and coordination) and describe ways that
these systems interact with each other.
13. Give examples of ways in which organisms interact and have different
functions within an ecosystem that enable the ecosystem to survive.
14. Explain the roles and relationships among producers, consumers, and
decomposers in the process of energy transfer in a food web.
16. Recognize that producers (plants that contain chlorophyll) use the energy
from sunlight to make sugars from carbon dioxide and water through a
process called photosynthesis. This food can be used immediately, stored for
later use, or used by other organisms.

Habits of Mind
Simplifying Questions and Problems – the topic of food is very broad, so students will need to
narrow down their investigations into this topic. For example, when considering the effect of food
choices on the environment , students may need to focus in on one important aspect, such as the
amount of land needed to produce the food.
Being attentive – many details go into planning a nutritious and cost-effective menu – students
will need to take care to bring together quality ingredients that as a whole make a delicious meal.
Searching for Patterns – as students learn about the origins and ecology of their food, finding
patterns will help them make sense of a broad and complicated topic. Being aware of patterns can aid
in making choices. For example, knowing that foods containing high fructose corn syrup tend to be
highly processed and unhealthy can help me avoid similar foods in the future.
Cooperating and Collaborating – planning a dinner for a large group of people is a daunting
task. Student will need to work together and share the work in order to pull of a successful event.
Persevering and Having Self-Discipline – designing a menu can be difficult, requiring restarts
and revisions. Researching the story of our food may not be straightforward and may consist in false
starts and dead ends before a satisfactory answer is found. The entire team will need to have
perseverance in order to plan and pull off a culminating community dinner.

List of Activities
- “Finding the Energy” FOSS lessons
- Ecosystem Hunt during 1st Farm Field Trip
- Research Project on the Story of One Food
- How to read ingredients labels / Grocery Store Field Trip
- Reflection Paper on Community Dinner
Resources
Print:
Center for Ecoliteracy. (2010). What's the story of your food? A Middle School Curriculum
Guide. Companion to the film Nourish: Food + Community. Published by WorldLink.
Lawrence Hall of Science. Full Option Science System – Middle School: Populations and
Ecosystems Course. The Regents of the University of California.
Pollan, Michael. (2009). The Omnivore's Dilemma (Young Reader's Edition). Turtleback.
Video:
- Human Footprint (National Geographic)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ey3rGFNPAgQ
http://channel.nationalgeographic.com/channel/human-footprint/index.html
- Super-size Me. (2004). Produced by, written by, and starring Morgan Spurlock.
- Fast Food Nation. (2006). Directed by Richard Linklater. Based on the book by Eric Schlosser.
- Food, Inc. (2008). Directed by Robert Kenner. Narrated by Michael Pollan and Eric Schlosser.
http://www.foodincmovie.com/
- Jamie Oliver - “Try Something New” and other videos on YouTube
http://vimeo.com/14396781
- Nourish: Food + Community (PBS).
http://www.nourishlife.org/
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English Literature & Language Arts
Introduction, Overview, and Rationale of the ELA Section of the ITSLU
Unit’s Topic: Food
Unit’s Theme: Choices & Consequences
ELA UNIT: The Novel
Classroom Text: Hatchet, by Garry Paulsen
My Educational Goals as a Seventh Grade Educator
As an ELA educator, one of my primary goals is to have my students’ successfully meet seventh grade
educational requirements: school and state standardized exams, like the MCAS. I believe this object,
although necessary, is just the beginning. Educators must go beyond this objective if we are to foster
valuable twenty-first century thinking skills that are required for economic survival an prosperity
within the twenty-first century globalized economy.
My primary objective as a twenty-first century educator is to foster higher order thinking (Bloom’s
Taxonomy) in my students, facilitate the development of high-performance student-based collaborative
and cooperative teams, inspire a passion for knowledge and problem solving within all my students,
and to have students take ownership of their educational goals and deliverables.
First, I will create a respectful and safe learning community in my classroom. Once this environment
had begun to form, academic content will be delivered to the students in the process of developing
habits of mind through the means of differentiated instruction
ELA Unit’s Overview
The ELA unit is primarily focused upon developing habits of mind (thinking & problems solving
skills), effective oral and written communication skills, and cooperative team building skills that
facilitate teams towards the high-performance stage. Regarding academic content, the unit is focusing
upon, literary analysis, examining the novel genre, writing summaries, team and class discussion,
interfacing with information technology as a means of research, planning, and producing deliverables.
Due to the technology component, I will also be working closely with library resources and the middle
school team’s unified arts technology instructor. Students will be able to use the Internet to research
material, MS PowerPoint as a means to visually organize ideas, and MS word to develop, revise, and
complete the unit’s final deliverable: the analytical essay students will have the opportunity to
participate in on line team discussion threads.

Developing Habits of Mind:
Metacognitive Awareness, Thinking skills, and Problem Solving Strategies within ELA
I will focus upon facilitating the following skills through individual and team-driven task within ELA.
Please note the means of academic content delivery is differentiated instruction.
Critical Skills to Develop
Summarizing key details of text—summarization as a content area reading strategy.
Multiple Reading & writing strategies.
Differences between learning to read, recreational reading, and reading to learn.
Interactive engagement to promote team and individual learning (team based reading circles)
Using writing to enhance content comprehension
Using modern technology as a resource for learning and creating task deliverables
High level comprehension
Strategies that yield authentic awareness & understanding of vocabulary, grammar, syntax,
semantics and pragmatics.
9. Utilizing text structures and text features as means to learn
10. Capitalizing upon visualizations as means towards understanding
11. Developing concepts maps.
12. Using story grammar as a means to understand literary text and narrative structures.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

A Brief Summary of Hatchet
Thirteen-year-old Brian Robenson is on his way to visit his father when the single-enplane in which he
is flying crashes. Suddenly, Brian is alone in the Canadian wilderness with nothing but a tattered jacket
and the hatchet his mother gave him—and the dreadful secret that has been haunting him since his
parents’ divorce.
Brian has no time for anger, self-pity, or despair. Brian has to focus upon survival. It will take all of
his know-how, ingenuity, determination, persistence, and courage than he never thought he possessed
in order to survive.
* Note: the above summary is paraphrased from the novel’s back cover (an example of text feature
analysis).
Connecting ELA with Science
Regarding interrelated thematic concept, I will be working closely with the seventh grade science
teacher. Because we are effectively collaborating as a middle school team, I am aware that his science
section is focusing upon the following integral concepts and science classroom activities:
 Introducing the topic of food by sharing blueberries in the science classroom.
 Science class’s driving and engaging question:
o Why do we eat?
o How does what you eat affect the environment?
o What is the story of my food and where did it come from?
o How does what you eat affect your health?






o If I had to provide for my grandparents, what would I feed them?
Food is an energy source.
Science will be studying ecology & ecosystems.
Science is addressing the theme of food is paramount to our survival.
Plants and the photosynthesis process is being covered.

Relating the ITSLU topic & Theme to ELA Study
Students will be engaged in a 5-week ELA unit focused upon literary analysis of Hathcet. Hatchet is
story of survival. This is a great story that relates to materal being covered in science (as noted in the
above section, Connecting ELA with Science).

Incorporating Psychological Analysis of Fiction at the Middle School Level
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs can easily be discovered and understood by students engaged in an
inquiry based reading of Hatchet.
Table a: Relationship between Masow’s Needs and Concepts in Hatchet
Rank:
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
Corresponding Examples
1= Lowest
First = Lowest Level
within Hatchet that seventh
5 = Highest
Last = Highest Level
grade students will discover
through inquiry learning
1
Biological & Physiological (survival
Food and food related themes
needs): air, food, shelter, et cetera, et
is the hear of this ITSLU
cetera
2

Safety Needs: Protection, secrutity,
law, order, predictability, et cetera, et
cetera

Brian is alone in the Canadian
Wild that is full of danger and
predators (Bears and Wolves).

3

Belongingness and Love needs:
friends, family, human contact &
connection, affection, work groups, et
cetera, et cetera

Brian has to figure out how to
create safety in this lethal
setting
Brian is alone. He has no
friends and no family. He has
memories of his past human
relationships.

4

Esteem Needs: achievement, status,
responsibilities, reputation

5

Self-actualization: personal growth and
fulfillment

Brian’s creates his own shelter,
starts a fire with his hatchet,
hunts and fishes—self-taught
The novel ends with Brian
being rescued. His journey in
the wilderness transformed
into a confident, selfactualized adolescent

Table B: Graphic of Malow’s hierarchy of needs

ELA’s Unit’s Focus and Task Objectives
1. Literary analysis of Hatchet that relates to the topic of food and the theme of choices &
consequences
2. Writing summaries
3. Writing journals
4. Developing concept maps
5. Relating students’ real live experiences to Brian’s character developement
6. Final deliverable to be evaluated: Writing an analytical essay on Hatchet that relates ITSLU’s
theme of choices & consequences.
ITSLU’s Engaging Activity & Relevance to ELA Content
Our field trip to a community farm will give our students a sense of nature. It is my hope that the
students will establish a connection of the food map—the path from food’s origin to the food we eat.
Students will compare and contrast the fooed they are exposed to at the farm to the food they eat at
home and at school
In terms of Hatchet, students will have some background knowledge of a famr’s environment. Thus,
students can compare and contrast environments in terms of foos sources associated to the
environment.

Table C: Students will list examples of food sources and discuss the connections of accesabilty, quality
of nutrition, and the relationship of survival. Students
Farm
Home Suburban
Urban
School
Hatchet’s setting: The
Canadian Wilderness

Note: In science students are learning about ecology and ecosystems—they can realte this knowledge
to the wilderness setting of Hatchet.
Once students have begun the process of learning the skills of vocabulary development, the next phase
is to introduce students to the novel that will be studied by the entire class: Hatchet, by Gary Paulsen.
Student’s Work:
As a class, students will be collaboratively engaged in analyzing Hatchet. In actuality, the process of
classroom analysis is a metacognitive model of literary analysis. The means of implementing ELA
content will be differentiated instruction.
In examining Hatchet, the topic of food and the theme of choice of consequences will be a primary
focal point of literary analysis, and reading circle discussion.
Some Examples of Thematic, Essential/Driving Questions, and Engaging Activities of the ESL
Unit
1) How will Brian get food in the Canadian wild?
2) What do you think Brian needs to have in order to survive?
3) If you were Brian, what would you choose to do?
4) Will Brian survive; will he live to tell his tale of adventure?
5) Given Brian’s situation, what can he choose to do that will enable him to survive or perish?
6) If Brian cannot access fast food, what do you think will happen to his body?
7) How do you relate to Brian’s situation?
8) What connections to you see between Hatchet and other material you are studying within our
ITSLU?
9) Compare and contrast Brian’s situation with any other text you are familiar with.
10) As a team, develop a wilderness survival plan. You must present your plan to the class, and you
must convince the class that your plan will work.
ELA’s Developmental stages within the 5-week ITSLU
Stage 1: Build a respectful student-learning community where students engage and become invested in
satisfying educational objectives.
Stage 2: Introduce concept of attribution theory & Gardner’s multiple intelligences. The inquiry based
goal for students to figure out their unique combination of their individual multiple intelligences (as
well as their peer’s). I also want students to discover that their effort is the major factor that contributes
to their success—relevantly connecting the theme of choices and consequences to their sucessesss and
failures in school and in life.

Stage 3: Analyzing the novel, Hatchet
Stage 4: Delivering deliverables to be assessed, evaluated, and graded: Essay, journals, and individual
and team how-to-writes.
Stage 5: Incorporating the ITSLU deliverables into ELA class.
ELA Timeline:
ELA Day 1
I will begin the ELA section of the ITSLU by bringing in some various food items and props into the
class: a toy rifle, toy survival knife, berries, tent, fishing pole, Swiss army knife box representing a
Swiss army knife, a fishing pole, line, hook, et cetera, et cetera.
I will have students work in collaborative teams of four. The students have to figure out connections
between food items and props. The students will have to grapple with a team scenario/deliverable:
You team is stranded in the middle of the Canadian wilderness. You do not know where you
are. No one knows where you are. You only have your team members. Based upon your
background (what you have learned and are learning) you must select only one item to help you
survive. As a team you have to agree upon the item selected, and you have to explain how this
item would enable you to survive. You must summarize key points and present them to the
class.
This team activity will harness background knowledge, foster problem solving, promote team
development, develop communication skills, develop persuasive skills, utilize writing a learn strategy
of summarizing key ideas to present to the class.
This activity will be fun, and it will show students that this class will not be boring. The PBL and
inquiry method will engage the students in developing background knowledge that will prepare them
for examining Hatchet. In addition, the ITSLU topic and theme is covertly present—planting seeds
that will foster connections with the students.

ELA Day 2:
Teams will have to present their rationale for selecting their prop that they believe will enable them to
survive. The class will engage in discussion—debating team’s rationale. The concept of realistically
surviving such a scenario will be debated. Pros and cons will be discussed. I well assess students’
engagement: student connections use of language, persuasive abilities, and higher order problem
solving skills, as well as team interaction.
Closure activity: students will have to write a Journal entry summarizing the activities of Day 1 & Day
2. Students are required to predict why they are engaged in these activities. The must write a minimum
of one paragraph.
ELA Day 3:
Students will be working again in collaborative teams for today’s interactive activity. I will give each
student a one page typed document that briefly describes attribution theory and Gardner’s theory of

multiple intelligences. The document will be written at appropriate reading level for the majority of
students.
Collaborative learning strategy Activity: Each team table will have a piece of the document (either
the introduction, a body paragraph, or the conclusion). Each member must read the document. Each
team member must write down the following in his or her ELA log:
1) Identify and list three words that he or she thinks is key to understanding the
paragraph.
2) Identify and list three phrases that he or she thinks is key to understanding the
paragraph
3) Identify and list three independent clauses that are key to understanding the
paragraph.
Students are then required to work as team—discussing what each team member recorded- collectively
they have to record all information in a row chart.
Table D: Individual & Team literary data collection and analysis
Words
Phrases
Sentences
What I think
What my team
this passage
thinks this
means
passage means.
Student data to Student data to Student data to Student data to Student data to
be filled in
be filled in
be filled in
be filled in
be filled in
Student data to Student data to Student data to Student data to Student data to
be filled in
be filled in
be filled in
be filled in
be filled in
After teams engage in this activity they will be required to present their findings to the class. The class
will have to work collaboratively in piecing the puzzle together.
Individual students, teams, and the class will have to make a prediction of what they think the article is
about and why we are studying it.
Students will write down their predictions on easel paper, posted on the wall for all to see. After,
students will be given the complete article (about a typed page in length) to analyze. Students,
working as a team, will re-evaluate their predictions, and they have to delivery 2 components:
1) A summary of the article (attribution theory and MI)
2) Reasons why they think this assignment was assigned
Objectives I want the students to meet:
1) Practice team collaboration
2) A strategy for understanding expository text: pick words, phrases, sentences, and make
connections.
3) Make predictions
4) Draw some of the following conclusions:
a. We all have different types of intelligences
b. We all think differently;
c. We are all valuable
d. Together we are greater than one
e. Effort is the key to success
f. Ultimately, a person is responsible for choosing the effort he or she will put
fourth in his or her work.
g. Success results from persistent effort

h. Students are in control of their learnig—in the end, their chocices will determine
their success and failure (consequences)/
ELA Day 4:
Today’s lesson will continue by having the students reflect and write upon yesterday’s activities in their
learning logs—they have to write a brief summary of yesterday’s activity, what he or she learner, and
the perceived relevance or irrelevance of the activity.
By now students are way over do for some movement; I will engage students in a physical activity:
Mirrors.
Work in Kreidler’s Conflict Resolution activity—What is Conflict?
ELA Day 5:
Today’s lesson will be introducing Hatchet to the class. Novels will be handed to the students.
Students will be divided into new teams for studying Hatchet. Teamwork will be focused upon the
following skill development:
1) Summaries
2) Making predictions before and after chapters are concluded
3) Literary analysis—examining character development, conflict, setting, and themes within
Hatchet.
4) Making connections to other content areas and the ITSLU theme of choices and consequences
Day 5’s lesson will focus upon developing a study skill of examining text features. I will model the
process of how I scrutinize text features when I study any text. I will tell my students that I play the
role of a literature & language arts detective. Here is what I learn by examining a novel’s text features
clues.
Examples of modeled text features:
 Headings
 Examining graphics on the book’s front and back cover.
 Look for charts, illustrations, and or graphs.
 Scan the glossary of present
 Read the table of contents: I interact with the table of contents by underling words I perceive to
be key, and I write brief notes and questions that pop into my mind.
 I note words that are bold and italicized, and I write questions like, “What is the author trying to
tell me; why did the author put these words in bold; does the author want me to pay extra
attention to these words? What is really being communicated?
After I model this reading strategy, I will have literary Hatchet teams engage in examining the text
features of Hatchet. Students are not permeated to read the chapters. Based upon text feature
examination, students engage in think-pair-share as a means of developing predictions on Hatchet.
Students will write prediction summaries in their Hatchet learning logs.
Homework: Students are to read the first 3 chapters of Hatchet over the weekend and compare and
contrast their predictions to what actually happens in the first three chapters.

ELA Week 2
Students will continue to engage in reading, discussing, analyzing and using writing as a strategy for
learning from a text, by actively engaging with a text—the difference between recreational reading and
reading to learn.
Engaging question that drives this week’s study:
1) Within the novel, Brian’s English teacher told Brian’s English class, “You are your most
valuable asset. Don’t forget that. You are the best thing you have.” What do you think this
mean to Brian? Explain.
2) Does this mean anything to you? Explain.
3) Do you think this quote has anything to do with our ITSLU?
Students’ writings will be used as assessments. I will be looking to see I students are making
connections with other themes, their own lives, and other curriculum content covered in the ITSLU.
ELA Week 3
This week I will introduce Maslow’ hierarchy of needs through inquiry based means. By this time
students are more than half way through the ITSLU. Students should be cognitive of themes that relate
to choices & consequences. Students will work in teams to determine what a human being needs to
survive by examining Brian’s character development as the novel progresses. Students will be required
to compare and contrast their experiences with Brian.


See table a: Relationship between Masow’s Needs and Concepts in Hatchet.

In addition, student will soon have to begin to work on their essays. Week three will have the class
work on developing the rubric for the essay deliverable.
Regarding ITSLU: Students will be given time to work on menu design. As writers they are
becoming more and more engaged with writing and descriptive language. In addition, literary team
reading, discussion and debate circles have been creating persuasive communication skills amongst
students. These skills will be utilized when students create the Food/Community Dinner
informative/solicitation booth. Students will begin practicing polite, informative, persuasive speech that
will be required to convince the public to buy tickets to attend our community dinner.
One of the Service based learning activities is for students to create an informative food booth that will
be displayed at a community grocery store. Students’ goal: engage shoppers, politely inform them
about the importance of eating natural and nourishing foods versus processed foods, show shoppers
that they are committed to make a difference, and do there best to convince shoppers to either donate to
the community dinner project or buy a ticket that will enable shoppers to attend the dinner.

ELA Week 4
At this point, the class should have finished reading Hatchet, and now students are focused upon
writing an essay.
Essay writing will be differentiated per learning needs of individual students. Students having
difficulties with reading, writing and or comprehension difficulties may be required to write a one-page
summary of Hatchet that shows that they understand the basic plot of the story. More advanced

students will be engaged in comparison and contrast. Other advanced students may decide to compare
and contrast Hatchet with another text (fiction or nonfiction). Other students may want to analyze
Hatchet from an ecological perspective (connecting knowledge from science to English literary
analysis).

ELA Week 5
This weak will focus upon students writing and revising their work into a final draft. Students will be
reading their team member’s work, critiquing each others work, and helping each other transform their
revisions in a final edited draft to be corrected for a final grade for the ELA unit.
Unit’s Assessments & Evaluations:
Formative assessments will be based upon observing team development and deliverables, journals and
learning logs.
Summative assessments will be based upon the final essay deliverable. Note: due to the constructivist
nature of the class, all students are expected to complete work that is at least a “B” grade. Students will
have opportunities after the fifth week to redo their assignment.
In addition, students participating in the persuasive booth service learning activities will be assessed
upon their creativity, persuasive writing, and persuasive public speaking abilities.

Technology will be incorporated within the writing process. Examples of applied information
technology within ELA:







Using Macs and Microsoft word to draft, revise, and finalize an essay to be graded.
Using Apple’s dictionary
For students having trouble conceptually drafting concepts into organized writing, students will
be exposed to Powerpoint, and they will be encouraged to use Powerpoint slides as a visual
means to logically organize their thoughts into concrete visuals as means to help organize their
writing.
Students will be exposes to concept mapping software that will help them connect their ideas.
Students will have opportunity to participate in on line class literary discussion and informal
group threads.

Note: Any ELL student who iss till engaged in acquiring English as a second language will be able to
work with an ELL liaison to deliver writing in his or her native language. He or she may also have the
option of recording an audio podcast in either his or her first or second language.
I am open to do what it takes to meet the learning needs of individual students.

Resources:









Apple computers
Apple’s dictionary software
Ms Word and Powerpoint
Literary dictionaries
Root word origin dictionary
Pens & pencils
Work books: journals, vocabulary building, summarizing, free thought writing, and various
study charts and note documenting
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discover their efforts dictate their success and failures
Lapp, D., & Fisher, D. (2009). Essential Readings on Comprehension. Neweark, DE, USA: International Reading Association.
Teacher Resource: Guide for developing activities that foster habits of mind
Paulsen, G. (1999). HATCHET. New York, NY, USA: Simon & Schuster.
This is the primary class novel for this unit.
Internet:

http://www.randomhouse.com/features/garypaulsen/
Gary Paulsen’s website. It contains information about the author.

http://canadiansurvival.info/
Great web source that provides information about the Canadian wilderness and survival information

Standards
Massachusetts Department of Education - English Language Arts Curriculum Framework Standards Applied:
8.21: Recognize organizational structures (chronological order, logical order, cause and effect, classification schemes).
13.21: Recognize use of arguments for and against an issue.
13.22: Identify evidence used to support an argument.
19.26: Write well-organized essays (persuasive, literary, personal) that have a clear focus, logical development, effective
use of detail, and variety in sentence structure.
19.27: Write well-organized research papers that prove a thesis statement using logical organization, effective supporting
evidence, and variety in sentence structure.
20.4: Select and use appropriate rhetorical techniques for a variety of purposes, such as to convince or entertain the reader.
21.4: Revise writing to improve level of detail and precision of language after determining where to add images and sensory
detail, combine sentences, vary sentences, and rearrange text.
21.5: Improve word choice by using dictionaries or thesauruses.
21.8: Revise writing by attending to topic/idea development, organization, level of detail, language/style, sentence structure,
grammar and usage, and mechanics.
21.9: Revise writing to improve style, word choice, sentence variety, and subtlety of meaning after rethinking how well
questions of purpose, audience, and genre have been addressed.
22.7: Use additional knowledge of correct mechanics (apostrophes, quotation marks, comma use in compound sentences,
paragraph indentations), correct sentence structure (elimination of fragments and run-ons), and correct standard English
spelling (commonly used homophones) when writing, revising, and editing.
22.8: Use knowledge of types of sentences (simple, compound, complex), correct mechanics (comma after introductory
structures), correct usage (pronoun reference), sentence structure (complete sentences, properly placed modifiers), and
standard English spelling when writing and editing.
23.10: Organize information into a coherent essay or report with a thesis statement in the introduction, transition sentences
to link paragraphs, and a conclusion.
23.11: Organize ideas for writing comparison-and-contrast essays.
24.4: Apply steps for obtaining information from a variety of sources, organizing information, documenting sources, and
presenting research in individual projects:
• differentiate between primary and secondary source materials;
• differentiate between paraphrasing and using direct quotes in a report;
• organize and present research using the grade 7–8 Learning Standards in the
Composition Strand as a guide for writing;
 document information and quotations and use a consistent format for footnotes
25.4: As a group, develop and use scoring guides or rubrics to improve organization and presentation of written and oral
projects.National Council of Teachers of English Standards:

NCTE Pedagogical Knowledge Instructional Planning #2:
Select a variety of ELA materials and media that are appropriate for learners, given their developmental needs, interests, and
abilities, and for the curricular, school, and community contexts in which instruction is taking place.
NCTE Pedagogical Knowledge Instructional Assessment #1:
Design and use multiple forms of student assessment and communicate assessment information appropriately to diverse
audiences.
NCTE Content Pedagogical Knowledge Instructional Performance #2
Create learner-centered learning environments that respect individuals and engage learners. Because meaning constructed
by individuals is influenced by all facets of prior experiences, teachers need to apply their knowledge of students’ language,
cultural backgrounds, and developmental and cognitive characteristics to what they teach and how they teach it.
NCTE Content Pedagogical Knowledge Instructional Performance #4
Use a variety of discussion-based teaching strategies and model effective oral communication.
Massachusetts Department of Education - English Language Proficiency Benchmarks and Outcomes for English
Language Learners:
S.1
Vocabulary: Students will comprehend and communicate orally, using English vocabulary for personal, social, and academic
purposes. (FL 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7; ELA 4)
R.1
Vocabulary and Syntax in Print: Students will acquire English vocabulary and apply knowledge of correct syntax to
comprehend written text. (ELA 4, 5; FL 5, 6)
R.6
Research: Students will gather information in English from a variety of sources, analyze and evaluate the quality of the
information obtained, and use it to answer their own and others’ questions. (ELA 24)

Social Studies Curriculum Content
Steve Lunn
Rationale:
The goal of this integrated unit is to focus on our ability to make “choices”, more specifically
when it comes to the food we choose to eat. From a historical perspective students will be examining
how geographic location and technology played a major role in the choices that civilizations had when
it came to food. Students will also examine the different staple crops of civilizations located around the
world. By the end of the unit students will understand that in the United States and many other
countries people have numerous choices when we go to the store to buy food. Students will also
understand that people have not always had the ability to choose from a wide variety of foods and that
geography ultimately made the choices for them. The culminating activity will be a student run dinner
featuring foods from all over the world. Students will be able to trace these foods to where they
originated from and display their findings with a Foodshed map.
Essential questions:
Does location effect what we eat?
Do we have a choice in what we eat?
How does obtaining food today differ from how people in the past obtained food?
Why do certain nationalities identify with certain foods?
Habits of Mind:
1. Understand the significance of the past to their own lives, both private and public, and to their
society.
2. perceive past events and issues as they were experienced by people at the time, to develop historical
empathy as opposed to present-mindedness.
3. understand how things happen and how things change, how human intentions matter, but also how
their consequences are shaped by the means of carrying them out, in a tangle of purpose and
process.
4. appreciate the often tentative nature of judgments about the past, and thereby avoid the temptation to
seize upon particular "lessons" or history as cures for present ills.
Habits of Mind taken from:
Bradley Commission on History in Schools. Building a History Curriculum: Guidelines for Teaching
History in Schools. Westlake, OH: National Council for History Education, 1995
Standards:
Human Origins in Africa through the Neolithic Age
7.1 Describe the great climatic and environmental changes that shaped the earth and eventually
permitted the growth of human life.
7.2 Identify sites in Africa where archaeologists have found evidence of the origins of modern human
beings and describe what the archaeologists found.
7.3 Describe the characteristics of the hunter-gatherer societies of the Paleolithic Age (their use of tools
and fire, basic hunting weapons, beads and other jewelry).

7.4 Explain the importance of the invention of metallurgy and agriculture (the growing of crops and the
domestication of animals).
7.5 Describe how the invention of agriculture related to settlement, population growth, and the
emergence of civilization.
7.6 Identify the characteristics of civilizations. (H, G, E)
A. the presence of geographic boundaries and political institutions
B. an economy that produces food surpluses
C. a concentration of population in distinct areas or cities
D. the existence of social classes
E. developed systems of religion, learning, art, and architecture
F. a system of record keeping
Mesopotamia: Site of Several Ancient River Civilizations, c. 3500-1200 BC/BCE
7.7 On a historical map, locate the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers and identify Sumer, Babylon, and
Assyria as successive civilizations and empires in this region, and explain why the region is
sometimes called “the Fertile Crescent.” On a modern map of western Asia, identify the modern
countries in the region (Iraq, Iran, and Turkey). (H, G, E)
7.8 Identify polytheism (the belief that there are many gods) as the religious belief of the people in
Mesopotamian civilizations. (H)
7.9 Describe how irrigation, metalsmithing, slavery, the domestication of animals, and inventions such
as the wheel, the sail, and the plow contributed to the growth of Mesopotamian civilizations. (H,
E)
7.10 Describe the important achievements of Mesopotamian civilization. (H, C, E)
a. its system of writing (and its importance in record keeping and tax collection)
b. monumental architecture (the ziggurat)
c. art (large relief sculpture, mosaics, and cylinder seals)
Egypt: An Ancient River Civilization, c. 3000-1200 BC/BCE
7.12 On a historical map of the Mediterranean region, locate the Mediterranean and Red Seas, the Nile
River and Delta, and the areas of ancient Nubia and Egypt. Identify the locations of ancient
Upper and Lower Egypt and explain what the terms mean. On a modern map, identify the
modern countries of Egypt and Sudan. (G)
7.13 Describe the kinds of evidence that have been used by archaeologists and historians to draw
conclusions about the social and economic characteristics of Ancient Nubia (the Kingdom of
Kush) and their relationship to the social and economic characteristics of Ancient Egypt. (H, G)
7.14 Describe the role of the pharaoh as god/king, the concept of dynasties, the importance of at least
one Egyptian ruler, the relationship of pharaohs to peasants, and the role of slaves in ancient
Egypt. (H, C)
7.15 Describe the polytheistic religion of ancient Egypt with respect to beliefs about death, the afterlife,
mummification, and the roles of different deities. (H)
7.16 Summarize important achievements of Egyptian civilization. (H)

a.the agricultural system
b.the invention of a calendar
c.monumental architecture and art such as the Pyramids and Sphinx at Giza
d.hieroglyphic writing
e.the invention of papyrus

Daily activity plan:
Week One:
Day 1: Community building day: Begin class by creating class charter. Students work with the teacher
to create the guidelines for the charter. Play games: ex. Lap Sit, name whip. Etc. End class by
discussing the service learning project students will be participating in.
Day 2: Today students will be learning about the origins of man and the climate changes that allowed
for their survival.
Day 3: Students will examine what archaeologists found in Africa and what these pieces represented.
Students will learn how archaeologists examine and interpret artifacts. Archaeologist activity. In this
activity students will discover replica artifacts that have been “buried” around the room. Students will
then make inquiry based guesses on what each piece tells an archaeologist about the people they are
researching.
Day 4: Continue Archaeologist activity; provide students with the time to prepare a presentation with
their assigned groups. Students will present on only their own artifacts they found.
Day 5: Presentations.
Week Two:
Day 1: Today students will learn about the evolution of man into a hunter/gatherer. Students will also
be prepped for the field trip which will occur the following day. Try to make connection to students
that farms did not exist during the time of the hunter/gatherer.
Day 2: Farm field trip.
Day 3: Today we will discuss as a class how the local farm impacts our neighborhood. Introduce the
foodshed. Have students discuss in small groups what different areas around the country and worlds
foodshed consist of. Show students various foodshed maps found via the internet to clarify.
Day 4: Today Students will learn about the discovery of metallurgy and the creation of agriculture.
Beginning of civilization. Discuss what it takes to create a civilization.
Day 5: Continue Discussions on civilizations. Group activity: One stay three stray, focus discussion
on “how did agriculture effect population growth, culture, Religion, enlightenment and settlement?”
Other possible questions:
“How did agriculture lead to social status?”
“Were third world countries predestined to struggle? If so why?” this question examines location
specifically.
Week Three:
Day 1: Today the class will be introduced to Mesopotamia and the ancient river civilizations of the
region. Students will be able to locate the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers and identify Sumer, Babylon,
and Assyria by the end of class. For homework students will Identify 4 modern countries that are
located in or near the “Fertile crescent”
Day 2: The class will begin by opening this question to the class, “Why did religion form around the
same time as civilizations?” After discussion dies down introduce the concept of polytheism (belief in

more than one god.) By the end of class students will understand that civilizations led to the creation of
many significant innovations such as religion and government.
Day 3: Today we will be viewing a movie that highlights the significance of the domestication of
animals. The movie is titled “Guns, Germs and Steel” found on youtube.
Day 4: continue movie “Guns, Germs and Steel”
Day 5: Today students will break up into groups of four. As a class we will go to the computer
lab/library. Each group will be responsible for researching how innovations that occurred from
civilizations such as the wheel, irrigation, the sail, plows etc. have shaped the world we live in today.
Students will take their findings and create a short PowerPoint presentation to present to the class.
Week Four:
Day 1: Continue working on group projects in computer lab/library.
Day 2: presentations.
Day 3: Today students will examine ancient forms of art. Students will understand that art and religion
are closely related in ancient history. Explain to students that their assignment is to create their own
piece of art using the ancient characteristics discussed in class (symbolism, scale, colors etc.). This
piece must represent something in their life or world today. Assignment is due Friday. I will not grade
based on artistic talent, instead I will focus on the student’s use of symbolism, scale, colors etc.
Day 4: trip to grocery store.
Day 5: Students will have the opportunity to finish their piece of ancient art and present it to the class
for extra credit if they want.

Week Five:
Day 1: This week we will be going back to what we had learned in the first weeks of the unit to refresh
what students had learned. Today we will be looking more closely at foodshed maps. Each class will
take on the task of creating a foodshed map that represents all of the food that the culminating dinner
will consist of. These maps will then be displayed during the dinner so people can see exactly where
their food has come from and been along the journey to the dinner table.
Day 2: Continue developing and researching for foodshed maps.
Day 3: Second visit to farm, Students will collect data on where the food typically goes from the farm.
Day 4: Finish foodshed maps today for the culminating dinner tonight!
Day 5: hold class discussion based on the unit. Present students with questions such as…
What kind of information can one take from a foodshed map besides where the food comes from?
What would you feed your grandparents for dinner? Is it different from what you would choose? Why
would you choose different?
How can one expand their choice of foods?
Is it true that if you are poor you have to eat unhealthy?
What would we/you do without grocery stores?
Activities:
Archaeologist activity
One stay, three stray
Group research project on ancient innovations
Create a piece of ancient art
Create foodshed map for culminating dinner

Math Curriculum Content
Chandler Talbot
Rationale:
During this unit on Choices and Consequences with Food, students will get a deeper
understanding of how mathematics is integral in our everyday lives. Students will use the theme of
food to apply their mathematical knowledge toward the inquiry of why we eat the food we eat.
Students will use their mathematical background to investigate and explore various points in the food
chain from where the food is grown to where the food is sold, and eventually, to how the food is used.
Students will not only formulate a better understanding of why food is important and how healthful
meals are formed, but also how they can use their investigation to better inform their decisions later in
life. Students will have the opportunity to design their own practical meal, using local ingredients that
are readily available. The overarching mathematical goal of this unit is to get students to apply their
own knowledge in new situations to help them and others make better decisions and choices.
Essential Questions:
1. How can math help us to better understand the food we eat?
2. How can math help us to live healthier/happier lives?
3. In what ways can math enable us to help others make healthier decisions?
Habits of Mind:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Attentiveness
Cooperation and collaboration within student groups
Fluent and flexible thinking
Focus on theme
Questions
Searching for patterns

Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks:

NUMBER SENSE AND OPERATIONS STRAND
Students engage in problem solving, communicating, reasoning, connecting, and
representing as they:
7.N.1 Compare, order, estimate, and translate among integers, fractions and mixed numbers (i.e.,
rational numbers), decimals, and percents.

7.N.2 Use ratios and proportions in the solution of problems involving unit rates, scale
drawings, and reading of maps.

7.N.7 Estimate and compute with fractions (including simplification of fractions), integers,
decimals, and percents (including those greater than 100 and less than 1).
7.N.8 Determine when an estimate rather than an exact answer is appropriate and apply in
problem situations.
7.N.9 Select and use appropriate operations—addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,
and positive integer exponents—to solve problems with rational numbers (including negatives).
Patterns, Relations and Algebra Strand:
7.P.1 Extend, represent, analyze, and generalize a variety of patterns with tables, graphs,
words, and, when possible, symbolic expressions. Include arithmetic and geometric
progressions, e.g., compounding.
7.P.3 Create and use symbolic expressions for linear relationships and relate them to verbal,
tabular, and graphical representations.
7.P.4 Solve linear equations using tables, graphs, models, and algebraic methods.

Measurement Strand:
7.M.1 Select, convert (within the same system of measurement), and use appropriate units of
measurement or scale.
This standard is intentionally the same as standard 8.M.1.
7.M.2 Given the formulas, convert from one system of measurement to another. Use technology
as appropriate.
This standard is intentionally the same as standard 8.M.2.
7.M.3 Demonstrate an understanding of the concepts and apply formulas and procedures for
determining measures, including those of area and perimeter/circumference of parallelograms,
trapezoids, and circles. Given the formulas, determine the surface area and volume of
rectangular prisms and cylinders. Use technology as appropriate.
DATA ANALYSIS, STATISTICS, AND PROBABILITY STRAND
Students engage in problem solving, communicating, reasoning, connecting, and representing as
they:
7.D.1 Select, create, interpret, and utilize the following tabular and graphical representations of data:
circle graphs, Venn diagrams, stem-and-leaf plots, tables, and charts.
7.D.2 Find, describe, and interpret appropriate measures of central tendency (mean, median, and
mode) and spread (range) that represent a set of data. Use these notions to compare different sets
of data.
This standard is intentionally the same as standard 8.D.3.
7.D.3 Use tree diagrams, tables, organized lists, and area models to compute probabilities for simple
compound events, e.g., multiple coin tosses or rolls of number cubes.

Daily Activity Plan:
Week 1

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Math

Introduction to
unit- Number
Sense Activity:
Students will
discover
equivalent
fractions and
mixed numbers
using fraction
bar
manipulatives

Students will
convert
fractions to
decimals and
vice versa using
long division
and mental
math. Recipes
will be used as
examples of
fractions

Students will
use various
measuring
cups/devices to
compare and
order rational
numbers.
Students will
get kinesthetic
sense of how
one fraction
compares to
another

Cooperative
groups formed.
Groups will add
and subtract
fractions/mixed
numbers using
fraction bars as
aids. Like and
unlike
denominators
will be
discussed as
well as LCD
(least common
denominator)

Each group will
be given
different
recipes.
Groups will
have to give
quantities of
ingredients
needed for ten
people
(Multiplication
of
Fractions/Mixe
d numbers).
Groups will
present findings
to class
Weekend HW:
Review 6th
grade
knowledge of
dividing
fractions

Week 2

Day 1

Day 2

Math

Preparation for field FIELD TRIP to
trip – students will Farm
be introduced to
collecting data, i.e.
counting,
categorizing,
comparing.
Students will be
asked to record
information at the
farm they feel
would be important

Week 3

Day 1

Day 2

Math

Groups will be
introduced to
percent and
how it relates to
decimals/fractio
ns. Groups will
use simple
caloric tables to
find percent in
some basic
meals.

Group projects
will be
introduced.
Students will be
given a pretend
20$ budget and
required to
design a meal
to feed 5
people.

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Class
discussion on
data collected
at farm. What
data did you
collect? What
does it tell you?
How could you
use it to
predict/inform?

Introduce
measures of
central
tendency:
mean,
median,
mode, range.
Each group
will find these
for one set of
data..groups
will then
compare
findings/discu
ss

Review
knowledge of
circle graphs and
relate to
fractions, i.e.
what ¼ of a pie
chart looks like.
Groups will
switch off
making basic pie
charts and
reading the pie
charts.

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Day 4

Day 5

Week 4

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Math

Groups will
research sample
menus and
ingredient lists.
Group
brainstorming
and planning.

Classwide:
Review basic
math facts
covered/needed
for group
project and
community
dinner. Make
Graphic
Organizer to
summarize
important math

Group work:
FIELD TRIP to
Students will
Grocery Store
brainstorm
what they want
to look for at
grocery store,
i.e. prices,
availability,
sizes.

Groups will
continue to
work on
projects...resear
ch ingredients,
i.e. availability,
price,
nutritional
value.

concepts
Week 5

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Math

Continue group
project work.
Utilize unified
arts to design
menu design
for each
group’s meal.
Continue
research on
computer
regarding
ingredients.
Discuss
community
dinner/ingredie
nts/needs

Class
Second FIELD
discussion…co TRIP to Farm
nflicts/concerns
/problems.
Introduce
mathematical
analysis of
menu items.
What
information
students want
to display?
Why?

Day 4

Day 5

Community
dinner will be
finalized and
analyzed.

Groups will
finalize their
menus.

Assigned roles
for groups to
check accurate
measuring of
ingredients
Problems/last
minute
concerns
addressed.

Groups will
have weekend
to finish their
analysis and
graphical
display of
findings.
Presentations
will take place
the following
week.

Unified Arts Curriculum Content
Visual Arts
Jake Barnett
Students will produce artwork that will be displayed during the culminating community dinner.
Some of the pieces can be informational posters about the foods in the dinner, while other pieces can be
more decorative. Since many parents will be at the dinner, it can double as an art show for the visual
arts class. Each student will be required to produce at least one piece of art that relates to the topic of
food. Students can make a relevant interdisciplinary piece by visually depicting the story of the food
they researched in science class. In addition, a few students will be in charge of marketing in the weeks
leading up to the dinner, and so they will work with the visual arts teacher to make eye-catching
advertising posters to be displayed throughout the school as well as appropriate places out in the
community.
Music
Jake Barnett
Since the community dinner will already be featuring displays of visual artwork, why not
include music as well? Part of the evening's activities will include a musical performance by the
students. The music teacher can help select a handful of songs that relate to the theme of choices and
the topic of food. Students can also perform some of the songs they would be working on anyway – the
goal is to entertain the audience in order to make the community dinner an even more enjoyable event
to attend. A musical performance will provide more jobs for students to take charge of – a few students
should be responsible for planning who will perform, which songs will be played, when during the
dinner the music should happen, setting up the performance area, and any other logistical details.
Technology
Dean Hogan
Within ELA Students will have the opportunity to use on line threads that relate to ELA content
discussions or discussions. Also, students will be engaged on MS Word and the Internet. Regarding
ELA differentiated instruction, some students may be required to create a podcast and some may
require MS Powerpoint as a tool for sequencing concepts. Within the technology class, students will
engage in using task management as a means do track the progress and status of deliverables required
for the community dinner.
Health
Dean Hogan
Health will focus upon studying various eating disorders that many people, especially
adolescents, suffer from. This will also connect with science—incorporating concepts of energy and the
human body (anatomy). Knowledge of proper nutrition and exercise will also be worked into the food
persuasive booth displays that will be displayed during the grocery store sales activity. Also, these
booths will be displayed during the community dinner

Physical Education
Dean Hogan
Physical Education will have students engaged in multiple exercise routine and team sports.
One of my colleges has experimented with introducing middle school students to sections of P90X with
great success. The physical education instructor will experiment with these exercise routines. Also,
various team sports will be played: basketball, volleyball, soccer and, floor/field hockey. Students will
be required to track their height, weight, and waistline measurements at the end of every physical
education class. Also, students will have to learn how to take their own pulse and perform the required
calculations, and record this data in their physical education logs. Students have to research and learn
about body mass index (BMI)—incorporating anatomy studies in science. The data in the log will be
translated into bar graphs and pie charts to be used by the student of tracking their physical fitness
activities. Students will be encourage to utilize technology resources (during free time or technology
class) to find software that may help them in this process of data collection and analysis.

VII. Culminating Activity
Jake Barnett
The unit will work towards a Community Dinner that is planned and carried out by the students
as much as possible. After the initial field trip to the farm, we will hold a special team meeting in which
we discuss all of the various jobs that will need to be done before the Community Dinner. Every
student will need a job (see below) – this may take some creativity on the part of the teachers. The
teachers will also need to have an eye for fairness to try and prevent some students from doing too
much or too little work.
The Community Dinner is tentatively scheduled for the Thursday night of the fifth week of the
unit. This will depend on the scheduling availability of the cafeteria to be used and other logistical
factors. It will be held around 7pm or so to give the students several hours after school to prepare
everything. This time will also allow us to invite parents and other working members of the
community.
The students will have to decide whether or not they will charge admission to the dinner, or
whether they want to have a fundraising campaign to raise the money needed to cover the cost of the
food and the venue. Do the students want to try and raise additional funds to use towards other projects
or charities benefitting the community? It is up to them.
There are plenty of chances for parent involvement. The students in charge of actually cooking
the meal will need to be supervised by adults, preferably parents. We will probably need to rely on
parent volunteers to bring students to the store and buy the food using the shopping lists prepared by
the students. If some parents have experience with jobs such as marketing or event planning, they can
be a useful resource for helping students with their tasks.
This dinner will give students a chance to practice skills that will be useful throughout their
lives – cooking, making a shopping list, fundraising, planning and promoting events, etc. For students
who may have completely depended on adults for their whole lives thus far, it should be thrilling for
these early adolescents to learn how to plan their own event and prepare their own food. At home they
can discuss family recipes and food traditions, giving these kids a way to connect with their families
and learn more about their cultural heritage. By incorporating an art show and a music performance, the
community dinner will be a true celebration of student work.
Here is a list of potential tasks to be accomplished by the students:
- venue coordinator (make call to schedule the cafeteria)
- food getters (go to the grocery store)
- food portion planners (make the list of what and how much we need to buy at store)
- cooks (need parent supervisors)
- parent liason (student who makes calls to parents)
- dining room set up (tables, silverware, etc.)
- waiters
- food allergy police (contact school nurse, make list of foods to avoid)
- nutrition police (monitor calories, etc.)
- cost police (budget limitations)
- investment solicitors (find adults to invest in the dinner, they will get paid back afterwards)
- fundraising coordinator
- marketing team (make posters, advertise the dinner to the community)
- art show organizer, preparer (students' artwork will need to be displayed)
- musical performance organizer, stage setup

